Resolving the Electron Transfer Kinetics in the Bacterial Reaction Center by Pulse Polarized 2-D Photon Echo Spectroscopy.
At the heart of photosynthesis is excitation energy transfer toward and charge separation within highly conserved reaction centers (RCs). The function principles of RCs in purple bacteria offer a blueprint for an optoelectronic device, which efficiently utilizes the near-IR region of the solar spectrum. We present theoretical modeling of the nonlinear optical response of the bacterial RC B. viridis incorporating electron and energy transfer on equal footing. The splitting of special pair excitons P is the origin of distinct cross peaks, which allow monitoring of the kinetics of charge separation. The xxyy - xyxy signal, obtained from sequences of orthogonal polarized laser pulses, highlights the kinetics of the secondary, subpicosecond electron transfer from the accessory bacteriochlorophyll BClL to the bacteriopheophytine BPL. The increased selectivity is explained by the relative orientation of exciton transitions. The technique can resolve complex kinetics in congested signals of photosynthetic complexes that are otherwise hardly accessible.